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Introducing Repti-Home Maxi from
Vivexotic
Give your reptile MAXImum room!
Repti-Home is evolving in a MAXImum way with the introduction of the new ReptiHome Maxi range.
The brand new range of vivariums replace the current Repti-Home Tall range but with
some significant new features and benefits, making it even easier to choose a Repti-Home
vivarium to suit not only yours but your reptile’s
lifestyle!
A significant feature of the Repti-Home Maxi
range is its depth. Throughout the range, the depth
has increased from the current 37.5cm to 49cm,
which gives a 30% increase in floor space for your
reptile to relax in.
The new Repti-Home Maxi collection of
vivariums are available in Medium, Large and XL
sizes and come in a choice of 3 modern colours –
beech, oak and walnut (XL only available in
beech).
As a great value living space for your reptile, Repti-Home Vivariums are incredibly
versatile, well made and have the added benefit of being able to be stacked together in
multiple ways to make the best use of your space.
Full details of the Vivexotic Repti-Home range are below:
The vivarium is without doubt the most important
aspect of successful reptile keeping. Many species
have different requirements, so a versatile and easily
adaptable vivarium is essential.
The Vivexotic Repti-Home Maxi vivarium is the
ideal reptile housing. The front sliding doors allow
easy access for maintenance and feeding. Ventilation
slots in the rear panel ensure a steady flow of air

throughout each vivarium and all the glass used in Repti-Home vivariums is toughened to
BS6206A kite marked standards. This means it has up to 5 times its original strength, and
if broken, the glass breaks into small blunt fragments creating a safe environment for you
and your reptile.
The environmentally friendly wood
material comes from recycled
sources or FSC sustainable forests
and is not only great insulator for
desert dwelling reptiles but it also
creates a warm, dry habitat making
these vivariums perfect for bearded
dragons, corn snakes and leopard
geckos.
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New depth - increased from the current 37.5cm to 49cm. This gives a huge 30%
increase in floor space in every vivarium!
New size – introducing the XL Repti-Home Maxi, a massive 1375mm (54”) wide
x 490mm deep – plenty of room for your reptile to explore!
Larger rails - allows deeper substrate and less obtrusive lighting installation
Improved rail construction to ensure the rails are held firmly in place
FSC certified wood
Cable access holes for up to 3 cables each side
Secure toughened glass sliding doors
No exposed chipboard on vivarium floor - no mites or moisture can penetrate the
vivarium
Vertical woodgrain on side panels ensuring the vivariums sit beautifully on the
current Vivexotic Viva range of cabinets
Non peeling laminate
Manufactured in the UK - you can be sure of a high quality, neatly constructed
vivarium
Optional, adjustable, silver feet available
separately in packs of 2

Repti-Homes are the perfect compact vivariums
for all your animal needs, designed to fit any kind
of space and environment.
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